Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3031 Landon Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3062 Oceanway Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3066 Alfred duPont Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

- Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3152 JW Johnson MS (old Paxon MS) -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

![Graph showing electricity cost from July 2017 to June 2019]

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3155 Northwestern Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3156 Young Mens/Womens Leadership Academy (old Butler) -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3211 Southside Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3244 Highlands Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3254 Mayport Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3279 Kernan Middle -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:09 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.